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R.A.F. IN WESTERN DESERT

Air Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder, K.C.B., Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
Royal Air Force, Middle East, has sent the following message to Air Vice-Marshal

Coningham, CB, DSO, MC, DFC, AFC, Air Officer Commanding the Royal Air Force,
Western Desert:-

"Please express to all ranks of all your units my hearty congratulations
and deep admiration for the magnificent gallantry and determination they have

shown during these operations and the way in which they, when the call came,
subordinated everything to giving at all costs their utmost to help the land

battle. After visiting them last week, I felt certain they could give the enemy
a shock. But the punch they have produced has surpassed all my expectations.
I wish you all good hunting."

During Sunday, air operations in the desert were directed principally against
concentrations of enemy transport in the central sector of the battle. In this

the Air Forces were continuing their programme of close support for the ground
forces engaged on the same task.

Kittyhawk bombers successfully attacked a large concentration of motor

transport to the north-west of the northern gap in the minefields. Later in the

day the same fighter-bombers raided transport to the east of the gap, destroying
scores of vehicles in the space of a quarter of an hour.

Boston bombers of the South African Air Force were again in action, and

effective raids were made on enemy mechanised units. During one of these bomber

operations a pilot in the escorting screen of fighters sighted a number of German

dive-bombers. Peeling off from the formation, he attacked them, destroying one

before rejoining the escort.

After nightfall the Bostons resumed their attacks and redded the enemy’s

principal fighter base at Martuba. Because the Air Force’s effort was directed

largely against the enemy’s ground forces, fighter combats over the battle area were

comparatively few.

In the course of those that did develop, three Junkers 87s end one

Messerschmitt 109 were destroyed and other enemy air craft were damaged. At night
the intensity of the attack was continued. Wellington bombers raided the enemy

bomber base at Derna, where large fires and explosions were observed among

dispersed enemy aircraft.


